Further experience with innervated autologous flaps in postoncologic breast reconstruction.
Restoration of sensation remains an area of minimal concern in autologous breast reconstruction. In contrast, it is routine for the reconstructive surgeon to include sensory restoration as part of the reconstruction of the upper and lower limb and the head and neck. We have utilized sensate autologous soft tissue units for breast reconstruction and present the results of a four-year period. Among a cohort of 15 women who underwent sensate breast reconstruction improvement in all sensory modalities tested, both rapidity of sensory return and strength of sensation were noted when compared to reported sensory outcomes among women undergoing non-sensate breast reconstruction. Final sensory levels approached but did not equal the non-reconstructed contralateral breast. Operative times and wound healing complications were not statistically increased in sensate reconstructions as compared to a group on non-sensate reconstructions. The results of the study suggest that sensate reconstruction is a reasonable addition to autologous breast reconstruction.